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Abstract

The influence of factors contributing to parasite diversity in individual hosts and communities are 

increasingly studied, but there has been less focus on the dominant processes leading to parasite 

diversification. Using bartonella infections in bats as a model system, we explored the influence of 

three processes that can contribute to bartonella diversification and lineage formation: (1) spatial 

correlation in the invasion and transmission of bartonella among bats (phylogeography); (2) 

divergent adaptation of bartonellae to bat hosts and arthropod vectors; and (3) evolutionary 

codivergence between bats and bartonellae. Using a combination of global fit techniques and 

ancestral state reconstruction, we found that codivergence appears to be the dominant process 

leading to diversification of bartonella in bats, with lineages of bartonellae corresponding to 

separate bat suborders, superfamilies, and families. Furthermore, we estimated the rates at which 

bartonellae shift bat hosts across taxonomic scales (suborders, superfamilies, and families) and 

found that transition rates decrease with increasing taxonomic distance, providing support for a 

mechanism that can contribute to the observed evolutionary congruence between bats and their 

associated bartonellae. While bartonella diversification is associated with host sympatry, the 

influence of this factor is minor compared to the influence of codivergence and there is a clear 

indication that some bartonella lineages span multiple regions, particularly between Africa and 

Southeast Asia. Divergent adaptation of bartonellae to bat hosts and arthropod vectors is apparent 

and can dilute the overall pattern of codivergence, however its importance in the formation of 

Bartonella lineages in bats is small relative to codivergence. We argue that exploring all three of 

these processes yields a more complete understanding of bat-bartonella relationships and the 

evolution of the genus Bartonella, generally. Application of these methods to other infectious 

bacteria and viruses could uncover common processes that lead to parasite diversification and the 

formation of host-parasite relationships.
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1. Introduction

Parasites are astoundingly diverse and community ecology provides some conceptual 

foundations for the processes influencing parasite diversity (Seabloom et al., 2015). 

Specifically, the dominant processes can be broken down into four classes: selection, drift, 

dispersal, and speciation (Vellend, 2010). Previous work on zoonotic parasites has explored 

numerous factors that can influence the abundance and diversity of parasites in an individual 

host or community, including host behavior (Nunn and Dokey, 2006), the shape and 

fragmentation of a host’s geographic range (Gay et al., 2014; Maganga et al., 2014), host 

group size (Ezenwa et al., 2006), host density (Lindenfors et al., 2007), latitudinal gradients 

(Bordes et al., 2011), climatic factors and host species richness (Brierley et al., 2016). Most 

of these factors relate to selection, drift, and dispersal, but not directly to speciation. 

Therefore, our aim with this study was to explore the influence of processes that may lead 

directly to parasite diversification and lineage formation.

We focused on three main processes, based on their preponderance in the literature, which 

may contribute to the diversification of parasites and the formation of phylogenetic structure 

(clades or lineages). First, spatial correlation in the invasion and transmission of parasites 

may result in the formation of parasite lineages based on the geographic origin or overlap of 

host species. This has been used in the past to track how parasites evolve and move across a 

landscape, such as with feline immunodeficiency virus in mountain lions (Biek et al., 2006), 

avian influenza in North American waterfowl (Lu et al., 2014), and brucellosis in cows, elk, 

and bison (Kamath et al., 2016). Second, lineages may form due to adaptation to a definitive 

host (the host in which a parasite reaches maturity) with only weak adaptation to 

intermediate hosts. This process could be especially important for vector-borne parasites, 

wherein the diversification of the parasite is more influenced by adaptation to vector species 

than to any individual animal host. This process has been demonstrated for parasites 

including Borrelia burgdorferi in Ixodes spp. ticks (Joy et al., 2008) and Plasmodium vivax 
in Anopheles spp. mosquitoes (Pal and Fikrig, 2003). Third, lineages of parasites may form 

as populations undergo radiating adaptation to a number of host species, as for Spinturnix 
mites and bats (Bruyndonckx et al., 2009) and between chewing lice and pocket gophers 

(Hafner and Page, 1995). This adaptation may occur through a process of strict cospeciation 

resulting in host and parasite phylogenies that are perfectly congruent, although this scenario 

is rare and also difficult to demonstrate (de Vienne et al., 2013). Alternatively, cross-species 

transmission and successful host shift speciation can become constrained by host species 

relatedness, such that parasites adapted to a particular host species will not successfully 

persist in a phylogenetically distant host species, as seen with rabies in North American bats 

(Faria et al., 2013; Streicker et al., 2010). This process can also generate congruence in host 

and parasite phylogenies. Overall, these three process all contribute to the isolation of 
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parasites by restricting dispersal and gene flow among populations, thereby encouraging the 

development of separate parasite lineages or species (Seabloom et al., 2015).

In this study, we tested the influence of these phylogenetic and geographic processes that 

potentially contribute to the diversification of bartonellae in bats. We used this as a model 

system because of the extreme diversity of bartonellae in bats and previous research 

demonstrating patterns of phylogeography (Berglund et al., 2010; Hayman et al., 2013), 

divergent adaptation to hosts and vectors (Chomel et al., 2009; Harms and Dehio, 2012; Tsai 

et al., 2011), and evolutionary codivergence with mammalian hosts (Lei and Olival, 2014) 

among Bartonella species. Bartonella is a genus of facultative intracellular bacteria found in 

a wide variety of mammals worldwide (Kosoy, 2010). Of the more than 30 described 

Bartonella species, around half have been identified as human pathogens causing a range of 

illnesses from mild fever to potentially fatal endocarditis (Breitschwerdt et al., 2010; 

Chomel and Kasten, 2010). Numerous studies have demonstrated that bats and their 

ectoparasites show a high prevalence and genetic diversity of bartonella bacteria (Anh et al., 

2015; Bai et al., 2015, 2012, 2011; Brook et al., 2015; Concannon et al., 2005; Judson et al., 

2015; Kamani et al., 2014; Kosoy et al., 2010; Lin et al., 2012; Olival et al., 2015; Reeves et 

al., 2007, 2005; Veikkolainen et al., 2014). Recently, bats have been implicated in potential 

spillover of bartonellae into dogs (Bai et al., 2010; Lin et al., 2012) and a single human case 

(Lin et al., 2010; Veikkolainen et al., 2014), although the role of bats as sources of zoonotic 

bartonellosis is still unclear (Mannerings et al., 2016).

Given that bats are evolutionarily ancient mammals (O’Leary et al., 2013) that are globally 

distributed, the accumulation of bartonella diversity may not be surprising. However, we 

seek to test the influence of processes leading to the diversification of bartonellae in bats and 

the formation of lineages that reflect parasite phylogeography, divergent adaptation to bat 

hosts or to arthropod vectors, or codivergence with bat hosts. Previous studies have only 

explored the influence of these processes in Bartonella singly whereas here we attempt to 

use an integrative approach that tests multiple hypotheses, which we believe will provide a 

better understanding of the evolution of these widespread and complex bacteria. We 

hypothesize that significant patterns of evolutionary codivergence with hosts, 

phylogeography, and divergent adaptation to hosts and vectors can all be found in bat 

bartonellae, although they may have varying degrees of importance in the formation of 

distinct Bartonella lineages. We first use global fit methods (Balbuena et al., 2013; Legendre 

et al., 2002) to look for significant patterns of phylogeography, evolutionary codivergence 

with bat hosts, and divergent adaptation to bats and vectors. We add to this analysis a linear 

model that can test the relative influence of codivergence and host sympatry on the evolution 

of Bartonella in bats. Finally, we use ancestral state reconstruction to reveal possible 

mechanisms that generate these significant patterns and test the importance of 

phylogeography, evolutionary codivergence with bat hosts, and divergent adaptation to bats 

and vectors in the formation of Bartonella lineages in bats using model selection.
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2. Materials and methods

2.1. Compiled sequence data

We first compiled sequence data for this study from a previous analysis of bat-bartonella 

codivergence by Lei and Olival (2014) and then expanded by searching Web of Science and 

Google Scholar using the terms “bat* bartonella”. This compiled data from the literature 

included partial citrate synthase gene sequences (gltA) for Bartonella genotypes from bats 

and ectoparasites (bat flies and fleas) from the UK, Guatemala, Peru, Taiwan, Finland, 

Puerto Rico, multiple countries in Africa, Costa Rica, and Vietnam (Anh et al., 2015; Bai et 

al., 2015, 2012, 2011; Billeter et al., 2012; Brook et al., 2015; Concannon et al., 2005; 

Judson et al., 2015; Kamani et al., 2014; Kosoy et al., 2010; Lin et al., 2012; Morse et al., 

2012; Olival et al., 2015; Veikkolainen et al., 2014). The gltA gene has been shown to 

provide good phylogenetic resolution among known Bartonella species and subspecies 

(Norman et al., 1995) and is widely used for detection of bartonella infections. In addition, 

we searched for additional unpublished sequences on GenBank using the search terms “bat* 

bartonella” and found gltA sequences from bartonellae in bats and ectoparasites from Peru 

and Poland. We also included gltA sequences in the CDC database from bartonellae cultured 

from bats in Thailand (M. Kosoy, unpublished data). From each unique Bartonella gltA 
genotype found on GenBank, we extracted data on the genus and species of the bat host 

(Table S1). For gltA genotypes detected in ectoparasites, we extracted the genus and species 

of the ectoparasite and the bat host from GenBank and the associated published articles 

(Table S2).

We then collected cytochrome b (cytb) gene sequences (Table S3) from GenBank for each 

bat host species; this mitochondrial gene provides good phylogenetic resolution among 

mammalian species (Agnarsson et al., 2011; Bradley and Baker, 2001; Kocher et al., 1989). 

For bats identified only to the genus level or in cases where a suitable cytb sequence could 

not be found, representative or substitute species were chosen, as in Lei and Olival (2014). 

The criteria for representative and replacement species are discussed in detail in Appendix 

A. A sensitivity analysis using alternative suitable replacement bat species suggests that 

these host substitutions do not alter the observed phylogenetic or geographic patterns (see 

Appendix A). This is likely due to our constraint that substitute host species must be from 

the same genus, which have similar phylogenetic distances from other hosts in the tree and 

hence limits the effect of species substitution on the analyses. Host bat family, superfamily, 

and suborder were recorded based on IUCN Red List of Threatened Species (IUCN, 2014), 

the Mammal Species of the World 3rd Edition (Wilson and Reeder, 2005), and published 

articles (Agnarsson et al., 2011; Teeling et al., 2002) (Table S3).

In total, this dataset includes 173 unique Bartonella genotypes from 66 bat species, 41 

genera, 11 families, and both recognized suborders, Yinpterochiroptera and Yangochiroptera 

(Teeling et al., 2002; Agnarsson et al., 2011). To check for evidence of sampling bias in 

measured diversity of Bartonella genotypes from each bat species, we counted the number of 

sampled bats of each species from the research studies included in the dataset and counted 

the number of articles published on each species by searching the binomial species name in 
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Web of Science (Table S3). Log-transformed host-parasite links were tested for correlation 

with log-transformed values of sampling effort (see Appendix B).

2.2. Compiled geographic range data

We downloaded shape files for geographic ranges of each bat species from the International 

Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) Red List website (http://www.iucnredlist.org/

technical-documents/spatial-data) (IUCN, 2014). Using the command “over” from the R 

package “sp” and the commands “gIntersection”, “gArea”, and “gUnion” from the package 

“rgeos” for each species in the dataset, we calculated a) if each pair of bats’ ranges 

overlapped, and if they overlapped, b) the area of the intersection between the two ranges 

and the geographic union of the two ranges (Bivand and Rundel, 2014; Bivand et al., 2013; 

Luis et al., 2013; Pebesma and Bivand, 2005; R Core Team, 2015). Percent overlap of 

species ranges was calculated by dividing the area of intersection of each pair of species by 

the geographic union of the total area covered by both species. This creates a symmetrical 

matrix that scales the percent overlap among species relative to the size of their respective 

ranges.

2.3. Phylogenetic analysis of sequence data

Lengths of gltA sequences varied considerably in the bartonella dataset, so sequence lengths 

were trimmed to 333 base pairs covered by all of the genotypes. The total length of cytb 
sequences in the bat species dataset was 1140 base pairs. Brucella melitensis, Rhizobium 
leguminosarum, and Ochrobactrum anthropi were chosen as outgroups for the bartonella 

phylogeny and Ornithorynchus anatinus, Rattus rattus, and Equus caballus were chosen as 

outgroups for the bat phylogeny. We aligned sequences with MAFFT using the accurate, 

local L-INS-I method (Katoh and Standley, 2013). Based on evolutionary model selection 

using jModelTest2 (Darriba et al., 2012), we chose the generalized time reversible 

substitution model (Nei and Kumar, 2000) with four gamma categories and a proportion of 

invariant sites (GTR+Γ+I) as the most appropriate model according to Akaike’s information 

criterion. Maximum likelihood (ML) phylogenetic trees were generated with MEGA6 

(Tamura et al., 2013); support for nodes in the tree was estimated from 1000 bootstrap 

replicates.

2.4. Calculation of host phylogeny and sympatry matrices

We calculated phylogenetic distances from branch lengths of the ML tree (patristic 

distances) of bat species using the “cophenetic” function in the “ape” package in R (Paradis 

et al., 2004; R Core Team, 2015). We then standardized these phylogenetic matrices by 

dividing the longest branch length in the matrix to constrain the matrix values between zero 

and one. Second, we transformed the geographic range overlap matrix into a distance by 

subtracting the percent overlap from one. Thus, like phylogenetic distances where closely 

related species have low distance values, species with highly overlapping ranges have low 

geographic distance values.
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2.5. Overview of hypothesis testing approaches

Our analysis focused both on detecting significant patterns of evolutionary codivergence 

among hosts, parasite phylogeography, and divergent adaptation to hosts in vectors within 

bat Bartonella genotypes, but also on elucidating some of the underlying mechanisms that 

contribute to these patterns and the importance of these processes in the formation of 

Bartonella lineages. Thus, we combined several complementary analytical approaches. First, 

global fit methods were used to test for congruence between parasite phylogeny and host 

phylogeny or host range overlap. Global fit methods account for two confounding factors: 

some bat species host multiple Bartonella genotypes and some Bartonella genotypes are 

linked with multiple bat species. Measures of individual host-parasite linkage importance 

from these global fits were then used to test the contribution of potential adaptation to bat 

hosts and insect vectors. After evaluating the correlation between host phylogeny and 

sympatry, these factors were combined into a linear model to assess the relative contribution 

of codivergence and host sympatry to the topography of the bartonella tree. All of the above 

analyses were performed using both maximum likelihood and Bayesian trees to confirm 

results.

We used Bayesian ancestral state reconstruction of host bat taxonomy, geographic regions, 

and vector/host associations to assess how well the processes of codivergence with hosts, 

parasite phylogeography, and divergent adaptation to hosts and vectors correspond to the 

arrangement of observed bartonella lineages. These analyses simultaneously reconstruct the 

phylogeny, count the number of discrete state changes, and estimate the likelihood of the 

tree given the separate state models. Model selection was then performed in order to assess 

the predictive fit of the models (host taxonomy, geographic regions, or vector/host 

associations) to the arrangement of bartonella lineages. The patterns of discrete state 

changes were used to propose potential mechanisms that may give rise to the observed 

patterns of codivergence, phylogeography, and host/vector associations.

2.5.1. Global fit tests—Global fit analyses were performed first on the ML trees of bat 

species and Bartonella genotypes. We calculated two patristic distance matrices from bat and 

bartonella trees using the “cophenetic” command in the “ape” package in R (Paradis et al., 

2004; R Core Team, 2015). We generated a third matrix for host-parasite links, which allows 

for multiple linkages among bat species and Bartonella genotypes. Two methods were used 

to measure the fit between bat and bartonella tree topologies through the matrix of host-

parasite linkages, ParaFit (Legendre et al., 2002) and the Procrustean Approach to 

Cophylogeny (PACo) (Balbuena et al., 2013). Both methods decompose distance matrices of 

host and parasite phylogenies into principal components and combine those principal 

components with the matrix of host-parasite associations. However, the two methods have 

different null hypotheses and analytical approaches.

ParaFit tests the null hypothesis that host and parasite phylogenies are random with respect 

to one another. A global fit statistic for the cophylogeny is calculated based on the sum of 

squares of the combined matrices of the host and parasite phylogenetic principal 

components and the host-parasite association matrix. If a parasite and its associated parasite 

reside at corresponding branches of their respective trees, this results in a small contribution 
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to the fit statistic and is evidence of phylogenetic congruence. To test the significance of the 

global fit, the algorithm randomly changes the host-parasite association matrix by randomly 

assigning parasites to hosts and recalculates a global fit statistic. By performing many 

permutations, the algorithm can calculate a p-value for the observed global fit relative to the 

distribution of randomly permuted fits. A small p-value indicates that the host and parasite 

trees are not independent, providing evidence of evolutionary codivergence. Measures of 

host-parasite linkage importance are assessed by removing individual links during 

permutations and the resulting change in the residual sum of squares, called the 

ParaFitLink1 or F1 statistic.

In contrast, PACo takes the principal components of the host and parasite phylogenies and 

projects them in multivariate space, then the parasite matrix is scaled and rotated to fit the 

host matrix. A global fit from this scaling is calculated as the sum of squared residual 

distances between hosts and their associated parasites in the ordination. The significance of 

the fit statistic is tested using a similar permutation as in ParaFit, except that hosts are 

randomly assigned to parasites. In this way, PACo explicitly tests the degree to which 

parasite phylogeny depends on the host phylogeny (Balbuena et al., 2013). Individual host-

parasite linkages are assessed based on their squared residuals alone. Individual residual 

values from PACo and linkage test results from ParaFit (F1 statistic, p-values) were saved to 

quantify the number of significant linkages among bats and Bartonella genotypes. Both tests 

were implemented using the “ape” and “vegan” packages in R (Oksanen et al., 2015; Paradis 

et al., 2004; R Core Team, 2015) with 10000 permutations.

These tests were repeated using the patristic distance matrix of Bartonella genotypes, the 

distance matrix of geographic overlaps, and the matrix of host-parasite linkages. The null 

hypotheses for the ParaFit analysis posits that the bartonella phylogeny is independent of 

host geographic range overlap and PACo tests the dependence of the bartonella phylogeny 

on host range overlap. Again, individual PACo residuals and ParaFit F1 statistics were saved. 

We used these individual linkage fit values to test the influence of divergent adaptation to bat 

hosts and ectoparasites on bartonella diversification using Wilcoxon rank sum tests.

2.5.2. Correlation and relative influence of host phylogeny and sympatry—A 

Mantel test (Mantel, 1967) was used to find the correlation between the two matrices, bat 

phylogenetic distance and bat sympatry. We used the “mantel” command in the “vegan” 

package in R (Oksanen et al., 2015; R Core Team, 2015) to calculate the correlation between 

the matrices using 10000 permutations. Based on our observation that host phylogeny and 

sympatry are both significantly associated with the bartonella phylogeny and that these 

factors are not highly correlated (discussed below), we assess the relative contribution of bat 

phylogeny and bat geographic range overlap to bartonella phylogeny. We combined the two 

matrices (Mphy, Mgeo) in a linear model with individual weights (ωphy, ωgeo) assigned to 

each matrix: Mcombo = ωphyMphy + ωgeoMgeo, where ωphy + ωgeo = 1. We assigned weights 

iteratively to each matrix in steps of 0.0001 and global fits to the bartonella phylogeny 

matrix were assessed at each step using ParaFit and PACo. We chose the optimum 

combination of weights based on the lowest global fit values for each algorithm.
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2.5.3. Bayesian phylogenetic analysis and reconstruction of host shifts—
Following a previous study reconstructing host shifting events among Bartonella genotypes 

in rats (Hayman et al., 2013), we performed Bayesian Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) 

analysis of bartonella sequence data from bats using BEAST 1.8.2 (Drummond and 

Rambaut, 2007; Drummond et al., 2012). The GTR+Γ+I substitution model with four 

gamma categories (Nei and Kumar, 2000) was used for the MAFFT alignments (Katoh and 

Standley, 2013) of bartonella gltA sequences. Base frequencies were estimated from the data 

and nodes of the tree were estimated using substitutions per site. We assumed the population 

sizes of Bartonella genotypes were constant for the coalescent model. We assigned discrete 

traits to sequences based on the family, superfamily, and suborder of the host bat, the 

geographic region in which the host bat was captured, and the origin of the genotype 

(directly from a bat or from an ectoparasite). BEAST independently estimates the rate of 

these discrete state transitions across the topology of trees generated from bartonella 

sequence data. Starting with a prior value of one, the clock rate for each discrete state was 

estimated from the average number of state transitions across all nodes in the phylogenetic 

tree. Due to lack of prior information regarding state transitions in bat bartonella, individual 

host family, superfamily, suborder, geographic region, and host/vector association transition 

rates were estimated, starting with a gamma prior distribution with shape and scale 

parameters set to one. This assumes initially that all state-to-state transitions will occur in 

the phylogeny at least once and estimated rates are then compared with this assumption. 

Choosing another initial value, such as zero, for any transitions may hinder convergence 

away from such a strong prior in the MCMC, and we have no other prior information about 

these transition rates. We kept all other priors for nucleotide frequencies and substitution 

rates at the default, diffuse settings. The choice of these priors appears to be justified based 

on the convergence of parameters away from the prior distribution in all MCMC chains.

We ran four separate MCMC chains with lengths of 2.5E8 iterations each in the analysis, 

sampling every 50000 iterations. Parameter log files and tree files were combined from these 

separate chains after discarding the first 10% of samples as burn-in using LogCombiner in 

BEAST. Tracer 1.6 (Drummond and Rambaut, 2007) was used to assess the mixing and 

convergence of parameters. We performed a second, identical Bayesian MCMC analysis on 

bat cytb sequences, using the discrete traits (bat host family, superfamily, suborder, 

geographic region, and vector/host association) to compare how the states transitioned 

across the bat tree topology versus the bartonella tree topology.

Gamma-distributed discrete state transition rates were estimated from the posterior of the 

MCMC chains. We inspected the median and 95% highest probability density (HPD) 

interval of each rate to find families, superfamilies, suborders, and geographic regions that 

had a number of exchanges over the topology of the phylogeny above one. Clock rates, or 

the mean number of transitions across all nodes, for each state were also inspected to 

quantify the overall trend in exchanges among bat families, superfamillies, suborders, and 

regions. We extracted all posterior state transition rates, tree likelihoods, and Akaike’s 

information criterion using MCMC (AICM) (Raftery et al., 2007) values using the program 

Tracer 1.6. Finally, since ML and Bayesian methods can draw slightly different trees, we 

repeated global fit analyses and linear modeling (from sections 2.5.1 and 2.5.2) using the 

Bayesian phylogenies of bat species and Bartonella genotypes, as well as the bat species 
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sympatry matrix and the Bayesian tree of Bartonella genotypes to confirm the results 

obtained from ML trees.

3. Results

3.1. Phylogenetic analysis

The maximum likelihood (ML) tree of bat cytb sequences (Fig. S1) matches well with 

previous phylogenies of bats (Agnarsson et al., 2011; Teeling et al., 2002), but with strong 

support (>90%) only for closely related genera and for some families. The ML tree of 

bartonella gltA sequences (Fig. S2) also had the best support (>90%) for closely related 

genotypes and around the putative species level, i.e., >4% sequence divergence for gltA 
following La Scola et al. (2003). However, deeper nodes linking clusters of genotypes 

generally had lower support.

3.2. Global fit tests

ParaFit and PACo analyses provided strong support for an evolutionary association between 

bartonella and bats in the dataset as well as a significant relationship between bat sympatry 

and the bartonella phylogeny (Table S4). Specifically, the ParaFit tests found significant 

evidence to reject the null hypotheses that the bat phylogeny and the bartonella phylogeny 

are independent, and that bat sympatry and the bartonella phylogeny are independent. The 

PACo tests found significant evidence to conclude that the bartonella phylogeny is strongly 

predicted by both bat phylogeny and bat sympatry.

3.3. Correlation and relative influence of host phylogeny and sympatry

The map of species distributions (Fig. 1) indicates that there is a high level of range overlap 

(indicated by darker shading) among bats in the dataset, particularly within Central America 

and the Caribbean, South America, Europe, Africa, Central and East Asia, and Southeast 

Asia. The Mantel test (Mantel, 1967) shows that matrices of bat phylogenetic distances and 

geographic range overlaps have a significant positive correlation (Pearson correlation 

coefficient, r = 0.28, P = 1E-5). However, this is a weak correlation (Hinkle et al., 2003) and 

thus these factors would not have high collinearity in our linear model (outlined in section 

2.5.2) that tests the relative influence of both covariates in explaining the topology of the 

bartonella tree.

Using the linear combination of bat phylogeny and bat geographic overlap matrices, the 

optimal combination using ParaFit was ωphy = 1and ωgeo = 0, ParaFitGlobal = 12.07. The 

optimal combination using PACo was ωphy = 1 and ωgeo = 0, m2 global value = 8.11. In both 

cases, the assignment of all of the weight to the bat phylogeny matrix indicates that bat 

geographic overlap plays an insignificant role in the structuring of bartonella phylogeny 

relative to host phylogeny, despite its apparent significance in a single factor model.

3.4. Analysis of vector-associated versus bat-associated genotypes

Comparison of global fit statistics for bat-bartonella associations for Bartonella genotypes 

detected from bat hosts or from ectoparasites suggests that bartonellae from ectoparasites 

have weaker fits than bartonellae from bats hosts, based on Wilcoxon rank sum tests. In 
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particular, the medians of the residuals from the PACo tests based on ML and Bayesian trees 

for Bartonella genotypes detected in ectoparasites were greater than the medians of the 

residuals from genotypes detected in bats (Fig. S9; ML trees: Wilcoxon rank sum, W = 

3110, P = 0.05; Bayesian trees: W = 3066.5, P = 0.04). The median of F1 statistics from 

ParaFit tests for bartonellae from ectoparasites were significantly lower than bartonellae 

from bats using ML trees (Figure S9; Wilcoxon rank sum, W = 4494, P = 0.04) but were not 

significantly different using the Bayesian trees (Wilcoxon rank sum, W = 3612.5, P = 0.63). 

The squared residuals of the PACo global fit quantify the error in the prediction of the 

bartonella phylogeny using the host phylogeny. ParaFit F1 statistics measure the effect of 

each individual link on the global fit when the link is randomly removed. Based on these 

interpretations, bartonellae from ectoparasites are more likely to have large residuals 

compared with bartonellae from bat hosts and thus weaken the predictive relationship 

between host phylogeny and parasite phylogeny as assessed by PACo. And related to the F1 

statistics from ParaFit, removing an ectoparasite linkage is more likely to improve the global 

fit than removing a host linkage, but this is only true for ML trees.

3.5. Bayesian phylogenetic analysis and reconstruction of host shifts

The Bayesian phylogenetic analyses of Bartonella gltA genotypes and bat cytb sequences 

yielded trees (Fig. 2–4; Fig. S3–S8) with good convergence and large effective sample sizes 

(ESS >200) for all parameters. There was strong posterior probability (PP >90%) for nodes 

linking closely related genotypes as with the ML trees, however there was also equally 

strong support for some deeper nodes. In support of the phylogeography hypothesis, there 

does appear to be some division between Old World and New World Bartonella genotypes 

(Fig. 3) that is mirrored in the bat phylogeny (Fig. S6), but this applies mainly to bat families 

that are restricted to particular continents. For example, bats in the families Pteropodidae, 

Rhinolophidae, and Hipposideridae are restricted to the Old World whereas bats in the 

families Phyllostomidae, Noctolionidae, and Mormoopidae are restricted to the New World. 

For more cosmopolitan families, such as Vespertilionidae, there is some exchange between 

Bartonella genotypes associated with these bats across Europe, North America, and Central/

South America. Related to the vector/host association hypothesis, there appears to be no 

strict separation between bat-associated Bartonella genotypes and vector-associated 

genotypes (Fig. 4), with many clades consisting of both bat-associated and vector-associated 

bartonellae. In general, the trees provide the most support for the codivergence hypothesis. 

The Bartonella genotypes cluster according to bat suborder (Fig. 2), with defined clades for 

Bartonella associated with bats from Yinpterochiroptera and Yangochiroptera (compare to 

Fig. S5). These phylogenetic patterns extend to lower taxa, with Bartonella clades separated 

into groups corresponding to related bat families and superfamilies (Fig. S7–S8; compare to 

Fig. S3–S4).

The relative importance of the three processes in predicting the structure of bat bartonella 

lineages was inferred by model selection using AICM values. The trees supporting the 

codivergence hypothesis (suborder AICM = 53.46; superfamily AICM = 144.41; family 

AICM = 296.82) have generally lower AICM values than trees supporting the 

phylogeography hypothesis (region AICM = 227.98) or the divergent vector/host association 

hypothesis (mean vector tree likelihood = 304.1). These results suggest that the most likely 
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process leading to the formation of bartonella lineages is evolutionary codivergence between 

bat hosts and their bartonellae.

Extracted posterior estimates of state transitions among families, superfamilies, suborders, 

and geographic regions were generally low; Table 1 shows only the transition rates with a 

median value greater than one. All but one (Emballonuridae – Pteropodidae) of the family 

transition rates listed in Table 1 are between pairs of families within the same suborder and 

six of the ten were in the same superfamily (Fig. S8). Four pairs of families had particularly 

strong connections, Hipposideridae – Megadermatidae, Miniopteridae – Vespertilionidae, 

Mormoopidae – Phyllostomidae, and Pteropodidae – Rhinolophiae, with median transition 

rates greater than two. With the exception of Pteropodidae – Rhinolophidae, these families 

with higher transition rates are in the same superfamily. Like family transitions, superfamily 

transition rates were generally low, with only three pairs of superfamilies with median rates 

greater than one, and only one pair, Pteropoidea – Rhinolophoidea, with a transition rate 

greater than two (Table 1). Exchange between the two suborders occurs only once in the tree 

of Bartonella genotypes after the split between Yinpterochiroptera and Yangochiroptera, as 

can be seen in Fig. 2, with a single transition between Pteropodidae and Emballonuridae. In 

general, bartonella transition rates among bat hosts as measured by clock rates appear to 

decline with increasing phylogenetic distance. The family clock rate shows that on average 

1.16 cross-family transitions occur across the bartonella tree. Superfamily and suborder 

clock rates are lower than the prior expectation of one, estimating 0.49 cross-superfamily 

transitions and 0.16 cross-suborder transitions across the tree.

There is a significant amount of exchange between several geographic regions, particularly 

between Africa – Southeast Asia, with a median number of transitions (5.47) significantly 

greater than one. These geographical exchanges, especially between African and Southeast 

Asian fruit bats, are also seen in the bat phylogeny (Fig. S6) and have been observed in 

previous studies of Old World fruit bat phylogeography (Juste et al., 1999; Almeida et al., 

2016). Additionally, it appears that transitions from bat hosts to arthropod vectors occur 

frequently, with a median of 2.73 transitions in the tree, and Fig. 4 shows that these 

exchanges can be bidirectional.

Repeated global fit analyses using Bayesian trees yielded similar results to the tests using 

ML trees, with strong support for evolutionary codivergence between bats and bartonella and 

a relationship between host sympatry and the bartonella tree (Table S4). Similar to the 

analyses using ML trees, there is fairly weak correlation between bat phylogeny and 

geographic range overlap (Mantel test, Pearson correlation coefficient, r = 0.4, P = 1E-5) and 

the optimal linear combination of the bat phylogeny and sympatry matrices from the 

Bayesian trees assigned all of the weight to the phylogeny matrices.

The outliers in the global fit analyses using both ML and Bayesian trees reflect either cross-

family transitions that appear to be incidental or associations between bats and Bartonella 
genotypes that are very distant from other clades. Myotis keaysi carries two genotypes 

(KJ816676 and KJ816669) that are more closely related to bartonellae hosted by 

phyllostomid bats than vespertilionid bats. Pteronotus davyi shares a genotype (HM597202) 

with Glossophaga soricina and appears to have acquired other Bartonella genotypes from 
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phyllostomid bats. The five other outliers (JN17066, KP100358, KP100353, KP100346, and 

KP100343) are basal lineages associated with Eidolon helvum (more specifically, the bat fly 

Cyclopodiae greefi found on this host) and Rhinolophus spp.

4. Discussion

In this study, we investigated the influence of three processes that may contribute to the 

diversification of bartonellae in bats: phylogeography, divergent adaptation to bat hosts and 

vectors, and evolutionary codivergence. Due to the wide diversity of bartonellae found in 

bats worldwide, we believe this is a good system to investigate these patterns and may serve 

as a model for understanding diversification processes in other vector-borne zoonotic 

diseases.

4.1. Evolutionary codivergence

Our analyses largely support the primacy of adaptation to bat hosts in the evolution of bat-

associated bartonellae, which confirms previous work by Lei and Olival (2014). The dataset 

we used included a larger number of bartonella gltA sequences from bats and bat 

ectoparasites representing a greater number of families and from more regions than this 

previous study; bartonella sequences from ectoparasitic bat flies, fleas, and mites are now 

additionally included. Using these additional data, we could have found support for 

alternative hypotheses regarding sympatry and vectors that were previously untested in this 

context. Moreover, the inclusion of more sequences could have diluted the congruence 

observed previously, especially if many of the host-parasite associations arose from apparent 

host-shift events over large phylogenetic distances. Yet our analysis shows that this overall 

congruence between bats and bartonella is robust to the new sequences and perhaps even 

enhanced. The addition of the new sequences now allows us to better understand how 

Bartonella genotypes are constrained hierarchically at multiple taxonomic levels, a pattern 

that was not explored in this previous study. Fig. 2 shows a clear visual congruence between 

bat hosts and Bartonella genotypes when the branches are colored by the host suborders, 

providing another line of evidence supporting the division between Yinpterochiroptera and 

Yangochiroptera (Agnarsson et al., 2011; Teeling et al., 2002). Furthermore, the taxonomic 

pattern extends to the level of bat superfamilies and families (Fig. S7–S8). The formation of 

distinct clades of Bartonella genotypes linking families, superfamilies, and suborders of bats 

suggest that bartonellae have been codiverging with bats over significant evolutionary time. 

These patterns were not uncovered in Lei and Olival’s study and could have implications for 

future studies of bat taxonomy.

Our Bayesian trees also clearly show that the vast majority of host transitions and 

duplication events occur within the same bat family and that transitions between families, 

superfamilies, and suborders happen infrequently. Specifically, our analysis estimates that 

only 1.16 cross-family transitions, 0.49 cross-superfamily transitions, and 0.16 cross-order 

transitions occur on average across all nodes of the tree. These results support the 

expectation that transitions of bartonellae between bat host species would be constrained by 

host relatedness, as has been demonstrated for bat rabies (Faria et al., 2013; Streicker et al., 

2010). This association was not examined previously (Lei and Olival, 2014), but may be a 
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general mechanism, together with cospeciation, that generates the significant signal of 

evolutionary codivergence between bartonellae in bats. Nevertheless, the dataset of 

bartonella sequences is still small, so our estimations of transition rates across phylogenetic 

scales may be limited in their accuracy.

4.2. Divergent adaptation to bats and vectors

It appears from the Bayesian reconstruction of bartonella associations with bat hosts and 

ectoparasite vectors (Fig. 4) that there is not a strict separation of bat-associated and vector-

associated Bartonella genotypes. Instead, the model indicates that there is frequent and 

bidirectional exchange of bartonellae between bats and ectoparasites (Table 1). Nevertheless, 

our analyses suggest that vectors can still have some influence on the patterns of bartonella 

divergence in bats. We found that the most significant outliers from the global fit analyses 

were produced by links between bats and Bartonella genotypes associated with a different 

family of bats than the apparent host species, or by Bartonella genotypes at the base of the 

phylogenetic tree with uncertain relationships with other sequence types. One possibility is 

that these deeply divergent genotypes are symbiotic Bartonella genotypes primarily adapted 

to an arthropod reservoir (Morse et al., 2012; Zhu et al., 2014), and the presence of the 

bacteria in the bats is accidental and/or transient. Additionally, comparison of the residuals 

and test statistics from the global fit tests for Bartonella genotypes detected in bats versus 

ectoparasites showed that Bartonella genotypes from ectoparasites had weaker fits to host 

phylogeny than those genotypes detected in bats. This may be due to adaptation of these 

genotypes to a symbiotic lifestyle in the arthropods or a lack of host specificity in the 

ectoparasite feeding behavior, such that a Bartonella genotype acquired from one bat may 

have been retained in the vector when it moved to feed on another bat host species. For 

instance, the bat fly Cyclopodia greefi can be found feeding on Eidolon helvum, 

Micropteropus spp., and Epomophorus spp. bats (Kamani et al., 2014) and Trichobius 
adamsi bat flies have been picked from Macrotus waterhousii and Phyllonycteris poeyi 
(Morse et al., 2012). Though it was not possible with this study with our current dataset, in 

the future it would be very informative to include the host range and phylogeny of 

ectoparasites to further explore bartonella associations with bats and vectors and the history 

of host transitions.

4.3. Phylogeography

An important confounding factor in the study of host-parasite relationships is the influence 

of geography, specifically the correlation between host species relatedness and sympatry. If 

two host species are closely related and also have a high degree of range overlap, it might be 

expected that these two species would share similar parasites. High amounts of sympatry 

and interaction in common habitats may be able to facilitate cross-species transitions despite 

phylogenetic distance. If there was a high correlation between host phylogeny and sympatry, 

then one would not be able to distinguish which factor explains the structure of the parasite 

tree. This issue was not addressed by Lei and Olival (2014) in their previous study of bat-

bartonella codivergence.

Our analysis found significant congruence between bat sympatry and our bartonella 

phylogeny. When we tested the correlation between host phylogeny and sympatry, we found 
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this association to be fairly weak for both ML and Bayesian trees. Our linear model then 

found that between these two processes, host phylogeny appears to be the primary factor 

explaining the topology of the bartonella trees. It is likely that the significant association 

between sympatry and bartonella phylogeny is due to range restrictions of some bat families 

(e.g., Pteropodidae, Rhinolophidae, and Hipposideridae in the Old World and 

Phyllostomidae, Noctolionidae, and Mormoopidae in the New World). Future work should 

explore the association between host sympatry and bartonella diversification at a more 

restricted geographic scale. Furthermore, other methods are available for examining 

relationships between sympatry and phylogeny, such as Faith’s measure of phylogenetic 

diversity (Faith, 1992) and distance-based Moran’s eigenvector maps (Legendre et al., 

2015), and will be investigated in future analyses.

Transitions between geographic regions are infrequent, with a median of 1.05 region 

transitions across all nodes of the tree (Table 1). The continental regions contributing most to 

this rate are exchanges between Africa and Southeast Asia, but the apparent exchanges of 

bartonellae across these species are difficult to explain geographically. There are no obvious 

bridge species that would connect these two regions in the dataset (Figure 1), however it is 

possible that a bridge species exists and has not yet been sampled. We intentionally limited 

the number of regions in this analysis to reduce the number of transition rates that needed to 

be estimated, so this may obscure some more subtle patterns of exchange at smaller spatial 

scales, especially within East/Southeast Asia and Central/South America and the Caribbean. 

There is a high level of sympatry among phyllostomid bats represented in the dataset from 

the Americas, with numerous species having ranges that span the entire region. Hence, the 

interaction between many closely related host species in sympatry would be expected to 

facilitate transmission of bartonellae across geographic boundaries.

4.4. Limitations and future work

Our analyses captured some very general trends in the evolution of bats and bartonella, but 

there are still substantial gaps in our understanding of the mechanisms that contribute to this 

pattern. These gaps may begin to be closed with the acquisition of new bartonella sequences 

from other bat species and other regions. The 66 species used in this study represent less 

than 5% of the ~1240 species of bats worldwide, with sampling from only 26 (13%) of 196 

countries. Figure 1 highlights some of these geographic deficiencies, particularly Australia 

and Oceania, Central and Western Asia, and North America. Our test of bias in research 

effort indicates that we have probably only scratched the surface of bartonella diversity in 

bats, even within individual species (Appendix B; Fig. S10). In the future, it would be useful 

to account for this sampling bias in models of bartonella diversification in bats. However, we 

are not aware of a formal framework for including sampling effort in the global fit tests nor 

in our current ancestral state reconstruction approach, which is aggregated at the family level 

and above, and thus we present these results separately.

Another important gap in the study of bat-bartonella relationships is the limited amount of 

information contained within the citrate synthase gene (gltA), the most popular marker used 

for the detection of bartonella. The short sequence length prevents us from resolving the 

position of many branches across the bartonella phylogenetic tree or measuring mutation 
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rates for the estimation of divergence times (Hayman et al., 2013). Estimated divergence 

times for clades of Bartonella genotypes would have been especially useful in our analysis to 

compare with published bat phylogenies, to see if host species and parasite genotypes began 

to radiate at the same time. However, to estimate divergence times we would need more 

sequence information, perhaps in the form of multi-locus sequence typing (MLST) or 

whole-genome sequencing (WGS) datasets. MLST or WGS datasets could also measure the 

frequency of lateral gene transfer (LGT) and recombination events that could confound 

patterns of cophylogeny. For example, some of the apparent host shifting events may not 

represent invasion by an entirely separate species of Bartonella, but rather just the gltA gene 

that has undergone homologous recombination into a separate genome after coinfection of 

two species within an individual mammalian or arthropod host. Recent studies have shown 

that rates of LGT and recombination in bartonellae are higher than previously expected 

given its intracellular lifestyle (Bai et al., 2015; Berglund et al., 2010; Buffet et al., 2013; 

Paziewska et al., 2012, 2011; Vos and Didelot, 2008). Therefore, sequencing of multiple 

genomic regions or genes related to the host cell invasion process may be more informative 

for showing fine-scale differences among bartonellae that better reflect their transmission 

history.

We also recognize that our analyses of bat sympatry depend on the quality of the geographic 

range data used. For some species, the range database on IUCN may be incomplete due to 

lack of sampling, and this has the potential to affect our calculation of range overlaps 

between species. Currently, IUCN ranges estimates are the best data available for all of the 

bat species in our dataset and previous studies have highlighted important patterns in bat 

viruses using IUCN data (Luis et al., 2013, 2015). Other approaches, such as species 

distribution modeling, may provide better range estimates, yet this would require reliable 

environmental estimates for all regions represented in our dataset and is beyond the scope of 

our study.

Finally, other statistical methods are available for testing the relative influence of 

evolutionary codivergence, phylogeography, and vector specificity in the evolution of 

bartonella in bats. For example, generalized linear modeling (GLM) has been used 

previously to investigate the determinants of cross-species rabies transmission in bats, 

including host distance, range overlap, and bat morphological traits (Faria et al., 2013). 

However, further improvements to the dataset are needed for this approach. Particularly, 

sufficient data on the host range of the bat ectoparasites are needed to include this as a factor 

in a GLM. Additionally, there was a large number of bat species in our dataset (66), which 

would have required 2145 species-to-species transition rate estimations, a number that was 

computationally prohibitive. Increased genotypic diversity of bartonellae in a restricted 

number of species would improve parameter estimation of species-to-species transition rates 

in the ancestral state reconstruction. Given these limitations, linear modeling of sympatry 

and bat phylogeny in the global fit analyses and model selection after ancestral state 

reconstruction were the best available methods for testing the relative importance of our 

three hypothesized processes in determining the observed phylogeny. Future work that 

combines denser sampling of Bartonella genotypes in a limited number of bat species, 

information on the host range of ectoparasites, and factors relating to sampling effort (as 
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discussed above) in a GLM would further elucidate the relative influence of evolutionary 

codivergence, host sympatry, and vector specificity on the evolution of bartonellae in bats.

5. Conclusion

The study of bat-bartonella evolutionary relationships, and by extension host-parasite 

relationships generally, is not only interesting from a biological perspective, but can also aid 

in the identification of zoonoses in humans and domestic animals. For instance, Lin et al. 

(2012) saw that bartonella gltA sequences from Miniopterus schreibersii bats were 96% 

similar to bartonellae found in stray dogs in Thailand by Bai et al. (2010), suggesting 

potential spillover. Veikkolainen et al. (2014) found sequences in vespertilionid bats that 

were very similar to Bartonella mayotimonensis, a novel agent of endocarditis in a human 

patient from the United States (Lin et al., 2010). Numerous other cases of human and 

domestic animal bartonellosis have been ultimately attributed to zoonotic origin. Studying 

how these bartonellae evolve and persist in their reservoir species may help to understand 

the mechanisms that facilitate emergence in novel host species and cause disease. The 

specific methods used in this study are particularly useful for diverse and rapidly evolving 

microparasites like bacteria and viruses. Application to other systems could reveal general 

mechanisms of host-parasite evolution and diversification and discover deep relationships at 

the root of some of our most pervasive infectious diseases.
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Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Highlights

• Patterns of diversification and lineage formation in Bartonella 
genotypes from bats are analyzed.

• The dominant process contributing to bartonella diversification is 

adaptation to bat hosts.

• Rates of host-switching in bartonella are constrained by bat phylogeny.

• Geographic overlap among bat hosts and divergent adaptation to 

arthropod vectors contribute less to bartonella diversification.
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Fig. 1. 
Geographic distributions of bat species represented in the study. Darker green areas show 

high levels of range overlap among sampled species, particularly within Central America, 

South America, and the Caribbean (a), and Europe, Africa, Central and East Asia, and 

Southeast Asia (b).
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Fig. 2. 
Bayesian phylogeny of Bartonella genotypes reconstructing bat host suborders, shown by 

colored branches. Posterior probabilities for nodes are shown as circles (●) scaled by size 

from 0 to 1 (Posterior.prob) and colored by the support for the bat host suborder at that node 

(Suborder.prob). Mean tree likelihood = −9981.92, ESS = 2713; mean suborder tree 

likelihood = −18.95, ESS = 1785. Details on tip labels for Bartonella genotypes and 

associated host species are listed in Table S1 and S2.
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Fig. 3. 
Bayesian phylogeny of Bartonella genotypes reconstructing bat host geographic regions, 

shown by colored branches. Posterior probabilities for nodes are shown as circles (●) scaled 

by size from 0 to 1 (Posterior.prob) and colored by the support for the bat host geographic 

region at that node (Region.prob). Mean tree likelihood = −9981.92, ESS = 2713; mean 

region tree likelihood = −95.84, ESS = 660. Details on tip labels for Bartonella genotypes 

and associated host species are listed in Table S1 and S2.
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Fig. 4. 
Bayesian phylogeny of Bartonella genotypes reconstructing bat host or arthropod vector 

associations, shown by colored branches. Posterior probabilities for nodes are shown as 

circles (●) scaled by size from 0 to 1 (Posterior.prob) and colored by the support for the bat 

host geographic region at that node (Vector.prob). Mean tree likelihood = −9981.92, ESS = 

2713; mean vector tree likelihood = −131.17, ESS = 5741. Details on tip labels for 

Bartonella genotypes and associated host species are listed in Table S1 and S2.
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Table 1

Posterior state transition rate estimates from the Bayesian analysis of bartonella gltA sequences, with data 

partitions for bat host family, superfamily, suborder, and geographic region. Only transition rates with a 

median rate greater than one are shown. Probability estimates indicate the likelihood of the median number of 

transition occurring since the time of the common ancestor of the 173 genotypes, as tested against a null 

gamma distribution (shape = 1, scale = 1). Bolded probability values are marginally significant (0.05 < P ≤ 

0.1), underlined values are statistically significant (P < 0.05). Clock rates reflect the mean number of state 

transitions occurring across all nodes of the tree.

States Median rate 95% HPD interval Probability

Family transitions

Emballonuridae – Pteropodidae 1.13 [0.01, 3.32] 0.32

Hipposideridae – Megadermatidae 2.13 [0.17, 5.13] 0.12

Hipposideridae – Pteropodidae 1.14 [0.01, 3.3] 0.32

Hipposideridae – Rhinolophidae 2.53 [0.31, 5.88] 0.08

Miniopteridae – Vespertilionidae 2.82 [0.46, 6.3] 0.06

Molossidae – Vespertilionidae 1.88 [0.06, 4.79] 0.15

Mormoopidae – Phyllostomidae 2.58 [0.4, 5.53] 0.07

Noctolionidae – Phyllostomidae 1.08 [6E-3, 3.16] 0.34

Phyllostomidae – Vespertilionidae 1.72 [0.14, 4.34] 0.18

Pteropodidae – Rhinolophidae 2.32 [0.26, 5.48] 0.1

Family clock rate 1.16 [0.69, 1.72]

Superfamily transitions

Emballonuroidea – Pteropoidea 1.11 [2E-4, 3.3] 0.33

Noctilionoidea – Vespertilionoidea 1.63 [0.11, 4.19] 0.2

Pteropoidea – Rhinolophoidea 2.77 [0.48, 5.84] 0.06

Superfamily clock rate 0.49 [0.21, 0.85]

Suborder transitions

Yangochiroptera – Yinpterochiroptera 1.41 [0.03, 3.44] 0.24

Suborder clock rate 0.16 [0.02, 0.36]

Region transitions

Africa – Asia S/E/SE 5.47 [2.16, 9.32] 0.004

Africa – Europe-Asia C/E 1.05 [5E-4, 3.16] 0.35

America C/S/Carib – Europe-Asia C/E 1.07 [5E-4, 2.91] 0.34

Asia S/E/SE – Europe-Asia C/E 1.14 [8E-5, 3.38] 0.32

Region clock rate 1.03 [0.61, 1.55]

Host-vector transitions

Bat - Ectoparasite 2.73 [0.29, 5.87] 0.06

Host-vector clock rate 2.03 [1.34, 2.76]
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